
Smart. Packaging. Fast.
Reduce Costs and Damage, Gain Efficiencies,
and Enjoy Flexibility with a True Packaging Partner
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Overview
As a shipper of high value and sensitive products you 
require your products to ship on schedule, and arrive 
safely – all with a smooth and hassle-free process. Larson 
Packaging Company (LPC) offers locally manufactured 
custom crates, ATA cases, custom skids and pallets, 
and associated services. We are your premier choice 
for the best customer experience, and effective custom 
engineered packaging solutions. We work the way YOU do.

Trends and Challenges
The world of packaging and shipping has changed and 
continues to evolve. When packaging and shipping 
valuable or sensitive items, you may find that you are not 
getting the right product specification for the job, the right 
quality, or a reasonable price for that quality. 

When it’s time to ship, the right packaging is key to your 
item arriving at its destination in good working order with 
no problems, but often not thought about until the last 
minute.

Have you found that you are incurring hidden 
administrative or downstream product damage costs, or 
not getting fast and professional customer service from a 
reliable vendor? Do you find yourself managing fire drills, 
or spending way too much time managing packaging 
vendors and problems?

That’s where Larson Packaging Company 
Comes In
At Larson Packaging Company we understand that 
today’s time sensitive, fast moving, and ever-changing 
packaging environment requires a professional, expert 
packaging solution. Our flexibility, ability to react 
effectively to urgent requirements, and our team’s “get 
it done” attitude differentiate us from the rest of the 
packaging industry. Our focus on the entire process, 
attention to often forgotten details, and “can-do” culture, 
accompanied with our design engineering expertise and 
superb customer service have earned Larson Packaging 
Company a loyal customer base that we invite you to join!
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You can Rely on Us!
We eliminate problems before they arise by offering 
the following:

• Expertise with product sophistication and  
  fragility 

• Packaging customization
• Just-In-Time Inventory and Supply Chain  

  Management 
• Focus on efficiency and cost reduction 
• We’re green!
• Understanding changing government and  

  international regulations
• Short production and shipping windows
• Elimination of product damage and failure

Larson Packaging Company is the partner you 
can depend on, with a complete range of locally 
manufactured custom industrial packaging solutions 
suited to your specific needs. We have a “big city” feel 
when it comes to capabilities, resources, professionalism 
and scale, but a “small town” entrepreneurial philosophy 
of fast decision-making, on-call nimbleness, and flexibility. 
We manufacture crates, ATA cases, custom skids and 
pallets, and offer professional pack teams, associated 
services, and everything in between.  

The easy is easy, but the hard is for Larson Packaging 
Company!

Why Larson Packaging Company?
You don’t need another packaging vendor, you need 
a packaging partner; we are a packaging partner you 
can rely on today and into the future. We eliminate the 
problems experienced while buying industrial packaging.
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Smart. Packaging. Fast.
Smart

• Experienced design engineers define the right   
  specification for the job 

• Know-how and expertise in the custom    
  packaging industry  

• Longevity – Larson Packaging Company has   
          been in this business since 1968, with roots    
  going back to the early 1900s

• Practical, elegant, and cost-effective design with  
  manufacturing in mind to optimize cost 

• Consistent, outstanding quality—nothing more,   
  nothing less

• Understanding your business requirements; we   
  work the way you do so you get great customer   
  service from a reliable vendor

• We make the process run smoothly – making   
  your life easier 

• State of the art technology is embedded in our   
  office and production processes

• Packaging and shipping experts    
  equipped with expert product knowledge, and   
  government requirements

• Specific product knowledge - we grow with you   
  and partner with you in other markets

• Industry expertise: Medical devices,    
  semiconductor, data centers/storage    
  racks, optics/lasers, new products, prototypes

• “Can-do” attitude – we get the job done right       
  for you

Packaging
• Customization unique to your needs                   

  and specifications
• On-site packing, equipment and facility moves by  

  professional, seasoned pack teams
• Prototyping and CNC capabilities

Call Now for a risk-free Design Consultation: 
408-946-4971 or visit us at www.larsonpkg.com

• Procurement Power: We buy in volume and keep  
  raw materials in stock - the partnerships we have  
  worked hard to earn with our vendors are critical  
  to our success, and a value to our

 business partners
• Extensive packaging experience and 

manufacturing capabilities for any shipping 
need—One stop shopping for custom ATA 300 
spec hard cases, crates of any size or complexity, 
shock mount and vibration protective bases and 
hybrid packs, custom shipping platforms

• Green business practices, materials, reuse        
  and recycling

Fast
• Computerized ordering systems, ERP and   

  CRM, with historical data, drawings and specs for  
  fast, painless, accurate orders

• Short order turn and lead times; sawmill on site,   
  and inventory in stock

• Flexible processes and production; our ability   
  to change speeds and direction rapidly    
  is unparalleled: Our model     
  adapts to YOUR requirements.

• Lean production practices; flexible production cells 
• Local presence with a fleet of vehicles and trailers  

  for anything your delivery requires—small pickup  
  or flatbed to 53’ trailers

Get in Touch Today
Make your life easier and make your packaging dream a 
reality—partner with Larson Packaging Company to get 
Smart. Packaging. Fast.

http://www.larsonpkg.com%20

